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SUMMARY

Nanophotonics promises to solve the scalability problems of current electrical interconnects thanks to its
low sensitivity to distance in terms of latency and energy consumption. Before this technology reaches
maturity, hybrid photonic-electronic networks will be a viable alternative. Ideally, ordinary electrical meshes
and ring-based photonic networks should cooperate to minimize overall latency and energy consumption,
but currently, we lack mechanisms to do this efficiently. In this paper, we present novel fine-grain policies to
manage the photonic resources in a tiled chip multiprocessor (CMP) scenario. Our policies are dynamic and
base their decisions on parameters such as message size, ring availability, and distance between endpoints,
at the message level. The resulting network behavior is also fairer to all cores, reducing processor idle time
thanks to faster thread synchronization. All these policies improve performance when compared to the same
CMP without the photonic ring, and the most elaborate ones reduce the overall network latency by 50%,
execution time by 36%, and network energy consumption by 52% on average, in a 16-core CMP for the
PARSEC benchmark suite. Larger hybrid networks with 64 endpoints for 256-core CMPs, based on Corona
and Firefly designs, also show far superior throughput and lower latency if managed by one of the proposed
policies. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To be able to keep pace with Moore’s Law, the latest generations of most microprocessors
have adopted an on-chip multi-core architecture where the last-level cache (LLC) is typically
distributed across tiles [1]. This configuration enables scalability, but while each core can directly
access the portion of cache in its own tile, it needs to use an interconnection network to access
the cache resources in other tiles. The tiled-CMP design paradigm is devised to run complex and
heterogeneous multi-threaded applications, which require efficient communication and synchroniza-
tion between threads within the chip. This leads to the need for efficient on-chip interconnection
mechanisms such as high-performance and structured networks-on-chip (NoCs) for interconnecting
the tiles (each one including typically cores and cache resources).

The execution time of applications is becoming more and more affected by network traffic and
particularly by the average distance traversed to retrieve data from the correct LLC tile in the chip
(number of network hops). As the core count increases, the number of retransmissions that messages
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suffer in the electrical network also increases, compromising the scalability of future chip
multiprocessors. In addition, data transmission through the on-chip interconnect is starting to
account for most of the energy consumption of a chip; a scenario that is expected to get worse
[2, 3]. This problem must be addressed to continue increasing the performance of future chips within
a reasonable power budget.

Advances in silicon photonics have enabled the integration of optical interconnects inside silicon
chips [4, 5]. This disruptive technology provides low-energy fast data transmission across the whole
chip regardless of distance, and can be a solution to the scalability problems of NoCs. For instance,
transmitting information between two opposite corners of an 8�8 electronic mesh at 4 GHz requires
traversing 15 routers and 14 inter-tile links, taking up tens of processor cycles (also at 4 GHz).
Traversing the same distance in a photonic waveguide (group velocity of light into silicon is about
15 ps/mm) can take as little as two processor cycles, needs no retransmissions, and uses significantly
less energy in the process.

Since silicon-photonic integration became feasible for CMP interconnects, a myriad of photonic
networks have been proposed. Many topologies have been studied, from simple photonic rings [6–8]
that operate like a crossbar, to complex articulated topologies [9, 10] that require or com-
bine different transmission technologies, and to logical all-to-all interconnect designs [11]. Some
complex photonic interconnects use supporting circuit-establishing electrical networks [9, 10],
which limit severely the latency and energy advantages of nanophotonics in scenarios like hardware-
cache-coherent CMPs. We focus on a simple photonic structure (ring) instead and show that, if
properly managed, it can potentially deliver large latency and energy improvements without needing
big investments in complex topologies and/or organizations.

Investigation on the maximum benefits achievable from simple optical topologies (e.g., ring-
based) is strategic because, for relatively short-term solutions, the use of a simple 3D-stacked
photonic network can be an interesting design choice, especially for pursuing low power.

Hybrid photonic-electronic NoCs attempt to make the most of both transmission technologies
[12–15]. While in the classic electronic heterogeneous network scenario, the low-latency network
was very power hungry and was used selectively for accelerating certain messages; in this new sce-
nario, the low-latency raw photonic technology enables the faster and less power consuming network
of the system in terms of dynamic power. But, when the load increases, it can suffer from long mes-
sage queuing because of serialization and contention, reducing its potential benefits. Furthermore,
increasing photonic resources to limit these serialization effects would introduce more waveguide
crossings, thus higher insertion loss and laser power, which would in turn further increase the static
power consumption. Moreover, for very short distances (e.g., 1 hop) also, the latency advantage of
photonics over electronics can be quite limited because of conversion overhead.

For these reasons, hybrid photonic-electronic NoCs, especially those based on simple physical
topologies, which will soon be implementable, need to be carefully managed to take advantage of
the latency and energy advantages of photonic technology. Currently, there is a lack of adequate
policies to carry out this management. Our purpose is to develop mechanisms to make the best use
of a photonic network that works in cooperation with an electrical mesh in a modern CMP. To our
knowledge, these are the first proposed ad-hoc management strategies that use real-time information
for hybrid photonic-electronic NoCs at the message level. We test these policies on CMPs equipped
with different hybrid network designs. First, we consider a simple single-waveguide photonic ring,
which is a likely representative of near-future CMPs, showing that only an appropriate policy is
able to reduce the average execution time of the PARSEC benchmarks by 36% with respect to an
electrical mesh while network energy consumption is also reduced by 52% on average. However,
the proposed mechanisms are applicable, with appropriate tuning, to different network topologies,
sizes, and arbitration mechanisms. To prove so, we also test the policies on larger and more complex
networks, showing large throughput and latency benefits.

Furthermore, our results show that our more advanced policies significantly outperform naïve
ones both in execution time and power consumption, demonstrating the importance of dynamic
electro/photonic message management policies. Methodologically, considering first a simple one-
waveguide network allows dissecting and tuning policies in insulation from other effects that might
occur in more complex network organizations.
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The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

� We propose novel policies to efficiently use photonic resources and test them by enabling a
profitable usage of a simple photonic ring in collaboration with an electrical network.
� We evaluate these policies and analyze their different characteristics in terms of performance

and energy consumption.
� We test these policies on larger ring-based photonic networks, showing their general applica-

bility to hybrid photonic-electronic networks where the optical resources are shared or partially
shared between the cores.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the photonic architectures
considered in the paper. Section 3 describes the management policies and their strong and weak
points. Section 4 evaluates them from both performance and energy-consumption points of view. A
survey of related work can be found in Section 5, and, finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. BACKGROUND

This section gives the necessary background on photonics and on the network architectures selected
to evaluate our policies.

2.1. Data transmission with silicon photonics

The basic elements necessary to build a photonic network are waveguides, light sources, modulators,
and detectors. Silicon waveguides are on-chip channels that carry light modulated to convey
information, possibly enabling communication across the chip over longer distances, at higher
bitrates and with lower losses than electrical wires, resulting in lower delays and avoiding the need
for retransmissions. A high refractive index difference between the waveguide core and the cladding
ensures that light is driven efficiently, preventing losses and crosstalk between close waveguides.
As a light source, either on-chip or off-chip lasers are used to inject light into the waveguide.
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) consists of using light with different frequencies or wave-
lengths to transmit information in several channels simultaneously, with 1 bit of width for each
channel, corresponding to a particular wavelength or carrier. Microring resonators are made of
looped optical waveguides [16] that can be used as modulators and filters. Very small microring
resonators are possible with silicon (e.g., with a radius of 1.5 �m [17]), playing a major role in the
success of on-chip photonics.

Figure 1 shows all the elements involved in the process of transmitting data with photonics. A
light source injects all the wavelengths that carry data (two in this case) into the waveguide. There
are specific microrings for each wavelength at the network endpoints, which are used to modulate
and to detect information encoded in the light signal. The operation of these microrings is based on
resonance, which occurs when the optical path length of the microring resonator is exactly a whole
multiple of the wavelength of an optical signal that is being transmitted on the adjacent waveguide.

Figure 1. Basics of photonic data transmission with just two wavelengths (blue and green). Each microring
resonator is associated with one wavelength that makes the microring be on resonance. Four microring
resonators appear in the figure, a modulator and a detector for each wavelength. A modulator on resonance
extracts the light of its associated wavelength, causing the corresponding detector to read a ‘0’ value (see the
green wavelength). A modulator electrically made be off-resonance lets light pass, and the corresponding

detector reads a ‘1’ value as a result (see the blue wavelength).
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The resonant frequency of a microring can be adjusted modulating a bias voltage for heating or for
injecting carriers into the silicon of the microring. This way, the microring can be finely tuned to the
required frequency or put out of resonance when needed.

When being used for sending information, microring resonators are electrically actuated to mod-
ulate the light signal. For instance, in case of an on-off modulation strategy, an on-resonance
microring drops the light circulating in the waveguide corresponding to its resonant wavelength,
obtaining the injection of the ‘0’ value. Putting the microring out of resonance allows the light to
proceed through the waveguide, resulting in the injection of a ‘1’ value. The desired stream of ‘0’s
and ‘1’s for the transmission is achieved by bringing the ring in and out of resonance appropriately.
On the other hand, when acting as a detector, the microring is on resonance, which causes any light
corresponding to its resonant wavelength passing through the adjacent waveguide to be coupled into
the microring. Notice that this detection procedure removes the signal from the waveguide. In order
to translate the optical signal into the electronic domain, typically a Germanium doped photodiode,
embedded in the microring, detects a logic ‘1’ each time that light is coupled into the microring and
detects a logic ‘0’ when no light is coupled into the microring.

2.2. Ring-based photonic networks

Because of their simplicity and flexibility, optical topologies based on open or closed waveguides
that implement logical rings [6–8, 12] are likely to make their way into commercial machines before
more complex photonic architectures like those that use photonic switches, passive or active (i.e.,
dynamically reconfigurable) [9, 10, 18, 19].

Passive switches always let one or more wavelengths go through the switch without turning
and divert one or more wavelengths to a different photonic output port [18, 19]. This can enable
a passive-routing interconnection by associating the wavelengths to origin-destination node pairs.
These approaches need to employ a significant number of optical switches and incur many waveg-
uide crossings, which can introduce significant optical attenuations, but are able to deliver dedicated
optical channels between each core pair. However, because of intrinsic technological limitations
of optical switches and to the specific features of coherency traffic [7], these passive networks
cannot deliver great optical parallelism per source-destination pair, at a given overall on-chip opti-
cal resource provisioning. On the other hand, the use of active photonic switches [9, 10] needs a
photonic-circuit establishment mechanism to configure the microring resonators through a support-
ing electrical network, before transmission. This is essentially due to the incapacity to implement
routing within the optical domain. The circuit establishment overhead makes these photonic topolo-
gies less attractive for cache coherence-based systems in which communications typically consist of
quick transmissions of small packets (around 8 or 72 bytes typically [20]). In this case, the overhead
of establishing the circuit in the mesh would largely outweigh the benefits of sending the packet
through the photonic ring.

Figure 2 exemplifies a ring-shaped waveguide in a hybrid photonic-electrical NoC for a 4�4
CMP. Even simple topologies expose various design choices to be made [21]. For example, each

Figure 2. Hybrid photonic-electronic network-on-chip on a 16-core tiled CMP. Every tile can read from or
write in the photonic ring.
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origin-destination pair can be assigned to a different set of wavelengths, preventing the need for arbi-
tration. However, this would limit the bandwidth for single transmissions noticeably. Other designs
provide flexibility but require some arbitration. A Single Writer Multiple Reader (SWMR) [12, 22]
configuration allocates a different set of wavelengths for each writer, which uses a destination selec-
tion mechanism to make the desired receiver turn on its photodetectors to read the data. In Multiple
Writer Single Reader (MWSR) [6], each receiver reads different wavelengths, and arbitration is
needed on the writer’s side to avoid collisions between writers. Multiple Writer Multiple Reader
(MWMR) [7] is the most flexible, allowing a single transmission to use all the data wavelengths of
the ring, but requires both arbitration in the writer’s side and destination selection as well as more
ring modulators and photodetectors for every destination to read and write every wavelength, which
increases area and power consumption.

2.3. Case study photonic networks

Here, we describe three notable networks that use ring-based photonic topologies, which have been
recently proposed, one for each ring arbitration policy. Table I describes the characteristics of these
networks, with all of them using dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) where up to 64
wavelengths are transmitted through a single waveguide. Later, the ability of our policies will be
tested to exploit hybrid NoCs based on these photonic networks.

2.3.1. FlexiShare (MWMR). FlexiShare [7] is an MWMR photonic ring proposed for a 64-core
CMP. It introduces token stream arbitration to increase network utilization. FlexiShare was evaluated
by their authors with varying radix (8, 16, 32) and concentration (8, 4, 2) values. Also, different
numbers of channels, each with a 64-bit datawidth, were tested. Arbitrating these channels is not
trivial [23], and FlexiShare assumed a round-robin channel selection. The values in Table I assume
eight channels.

2.3.2. Corona (MWSR). Corona [6] is a 256-core CMP containing a ring-based MWSR pho-
tonic network to interconnect 64 four-core clusters. Each of the 64 endpoints receives data
through a dedicated 256-bit datapath that comprises four photonic waveguides, and senders com-
pete for the right to use the channel. The resources needed by Corona are much higher than
those required by the 64-core FlexiShare designs, and it solves the multiple-channel arbitra-
tion problem by using dedicated channels for receivers, at the cost of wasting bandwidth under
unbalanced traffic.

Table I. Feature comparison between case study networks-on-chip (NoCs). Values with (*) are
estimations based on the available information.

System characteristics Electronic features

Solution Technology Cores Notes Concentration Nlinks

FlexiShare 22 nm 64 Eight 512-bit channels 8–2 0
Corona 16 nm 256 Photonics to DRAM 4 0
Firefly 45 nm 256 Hybrid ph/el NoC 4 80

Optical features

Solution Nendp Nwaveg Nmicror: res: Access scheme Phit size

FlexiShare 8–32 130–138* 113–1052 K* MWMR 512
Corona 64 388 1056 K MWSR 256
Firefly 64 320* 130 K* SWMR 256

MWMR, multiple writer multiple reader; MWSR, multiple writer single reader; SWMR, single writer
multiple reader.
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2.3.3. Firefly (SWMR). Firefly [12] is a hybrid photonic-electronic network using photonic rings
also for 256-core CMPs. In addition to using a concentration of four cores per endpoint, like Corona,
Firefly’s design groups endpoints in eight clusters. An electrical mesh per cluster carries intra-cluster
traffic benefiting from the high bandwidth of electrical links in short-distance transmissions. An
SWMR photonic ring is used for inter-cluster traffic to enable fast long-distance communication,
with a dedicated 256-bit channel per writer. The channel connects the writer to just one endpoint per
cluster to save photonic resources compared to Corona, where channels connect all 64 endpoints.
This results in rings being efficiently used for long-distance communication (inter-cluster) without
suffering the burden of short-distance transmissions (intra-cluster) that would increase packet seri-
alization. This also enables the removal of electrical links between clusters, providing static energy
and area savings compared to a full mesh.

2.4. Arbitration and pipelined transmission

Several arbitration mechanisms are possible for the photonic rings just discussed. For MWMR and
MWSR rings, we use a simple token-passing arbitration mechanism because of its simplicity and
its fairness. Using this technique, an emitter reads the token wavelength, and when a light pulse is
detected (and therefore extracted from the waveguide), the token has been acquired. We allow each
emitter to send one message, and then the emitter has to inject the token again in the waveguide. The
main problem of this simple token passing mechanism is the underutilization of the photonic ring
that may appear under certain conditions such as a single emitter that has to relinquish the token
periodically and wait for its arrival after circling the ring before transmitting again, wasting potential
transmission slots in the ring. However, results show that a very high utilization is achieved with the
single token ring mechanism across the PARSEC benchmark suite. Furthermore, we implement an
optimization of such logical token scheme that pipelines the token acquisition, destination selection
(needed in MWMR), token release, and data transmission; and leverages signal propagation delay
and separated wavelengths for token and data signals. For instance, we assume that token release by
a transmitter can occur up to two optical cycles in advance of actual data transmission (or the trans-
mission of the last flit of multiple-flit messages). This indeed allows our token scheme to guarantee
practically full-bandwidth utilization. Lastly, our setup employs a cache coherency protocol, which
uses 1-flit long control messages (8 byte = 64 bit) and 9-flit long data messages (72 byte = 572 bit).
Therefore, it is desirable to adopt a token strategy like this for maintaining data transmission latency
low through the intrinsic ability of keeping the channel occupied for multi-flit transmissions. Nev-
ertheless, more complex arbitration techniques can potentially give a marginal improvement on the
utilization of the ring. In any case, evaluating different arbitration mechanisms is out of the scope
of this paper, and the proposed policies are equally applicable along with more complex arbitration
mechanisms. For SWMR rings, the arbitration mechanism is not necessary, as each emitter uses a
dedicated datapath.

For the sake of fairness in the evaluation, we assume the same pipelined packet transmission
for all networks. Between token acquisition and data transmission, a lapse of three ring-cycles
takes place in which the activation of the destination’s photonic receivers is performed by means
of a light pulse on four wavelengths, indicating the identity of the destination. This is not strictly
necessary for MWSR rings as the wavelengths used for the transmission are associated to one des-
tination, but we use it because the destination receivers may be turned off to save energy in the
absence of transmissions. The token is released before the real transmission takes place to enable
the potential use of all slots. All of the latencies involved in the arbitration have been modelled in
the evaluation.

3. DYNAMIC MANAGEMENT POLICIES FOR HYBRID NOCS

This section presents a set of novel policies to manage hybrid networks comprising a ring-based
photonic sub-network and an electrical sub-network such as a mesh. They decide which sub-network
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to use for each message using real-time information based on the following parameters: message
size, photonic ring availability, and distance between endpoints.

3.1. SIZE: Message size

Our first criterion to decide which subnetwork to use is extremely simple, taking into consideration
just the size of the message. There are typically two different kinds of messages in a cache-
coherent CMP: control messages and data messages, with typical respective sizes of 8 and 72 bytes
(the 64-byte difference is accounted by the data block) [20]. Transmitting a data message makes the
photonic ring unavailable for much longer than a control message, potentially increasing the latency
of other messages.

For instance, the near-future network evaluated in Section 4 comprises a high-performance
waveguide with 64 data wavelengths that enables the transmission of up to 8 bytes per ring-cycle.
Therefore, sending control and data messages takes one and nine ring-cycles, respectively. In nine
ring-cycles, nine short messages (one per ring-cycle) could be sent, greatly benefiting from the
low latency of the ring. That is, sending long data messages increases the chances of creating
long message queuing times due to serialization and decreases the opportunities to accelerate many
other messages.

In addition, short messages account for just a small percentage of the overall traffic in bytes
because of their small size, although they account for most of the messages injected. Thus, their
acceleration provides a large performance gain with small bandwidth usage.

All of this makes it interesting to use a simple policy, which we call SIZE, that only sends through
the photonic ring those messages of small size (control). Notice that the opposite policy (sending
data messages on the photonic ring) would be prone to serialization, resulting in high queuing times.

However, this policy has some shortcomings as it cannot adapt to the burst nature of traffic in
parallel applications. Under low traffic loads, the fixed-message-size criteria can under-utilize the
photonic resources, especially in large photonic NoCs, wasting the opportunities to accelerate and
reduce the energy consumption of other messages. On the other extreme, under high traffic loads
or traffic bursts, this policy can completely lose the latency benefit of the photonic NoC when too
many short messages contend at a given moment, causing their serialization especially if there are
limited photonic resources.

3.2. AVAIL: Ring availability

This policy sends a message (control or data) through the photonic ring only if the ring is readily
available when the transmission is attempted or before a parametrized wait time passes. Hence, the
electrical mesh is used for those messages that find the photonic ring busy. This adjusts dynamically
the traffic injected in each sub-network, preventing the shortcomings of SIZE.

Because we have to acquire the token before transmitting, we must wait for the token round-trip
time (two processor cycles in the NoC evaluated in Section 4.3) before knowing whether the ring
is busy or not. If the token is acquired, then the message is sent through the ring. If it is not, the
ring is busy, and the message is sent through the mesh (after having waited unfruitfully during two
processor cycles).

With this policy, we make sure that messages are never serialized waiting for the photonic ring
under high traffic load scenarios (they use the mesh after failing one attempt of token acquisition),
and that every message has a chance of using the photonic ring. Also, for low traffic loads, we
prevent messages from being sent through the mesh while the photonic ring is free, hence increasing
ring utilization and reducing overall energy consumption.

However, with this policy, data messages can monopolize the photonic ring for long times, forc-
ing short messages to be sent through the mesh. Moreover, when concurrent transmissions from
different nodes take place, only one of them gains access to the photonic ring while the others have
to use the mesh even when it would be more beneficial overall that they waited a few extra cycles
and sent their messages through the photonic ring after the first node. To account for this, we explore
several token-wait delays in the evaluation section under the name AVAIL.
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3.3. DDA: Distance Dependent Availability

The energy consumption and latency of a message transmission through an electrical mesh varies
depending on the distance between the origin and the destination. In a 4�4-CMP, a message
between opposite corners of the chip requires six intermediate routing operations and six retrans-
missions through inter-tile electrical links. Transmitting the same message between adjacent tiles
requires just one routing operation and one transmission on the link connecting the tiles. Therefore,
communication between distant destinations requires much more energy and takes longer.

Moreover, this means that not every core is affected by network latency in the same way with an
electronic network. Cores in the corners and borders of the chip suffer from longer average network
distances and latencies than those in the center [24], making threads running on them execute more
slowly than those running on central cores and harming parallel application performance, as slower
cores limit the overall execution speed.

Electrical links can provide high-bandwidth short-range connectivity efficiently. For instance, a
128-wire electrical link operating at 4 GHz can provide a bandwidth of 64 GB/s in one direction
between neighbor tiles in a CMP, which is comparable to a typical photonic waveguide, which can
manage 64 independent data wavelengths, providing a bandwidth of 80 GB/s when operating at
10 GHz. We want to exploit this characteristic of electrical meshes with our policies.

Table II shows the percentage of messages and link traversals caused by communications between
cores at different distances for a uniform random distribution of accesses to a NUCA LLC in a 16-
core CMP, which matches our observations on the PARSEC benchmarks. Transmissions between
neighbor nodes (1 hop) account for 20% of messages but only generate 7.5% of link traversals,
while 5-hop transmissions account for 6.7% of messages but generate a significant 12.5% of link
traversals. Because the photonic ring is almost insensitive to distance, a smart use of it would be
sending through it those messages that would incur the most energy consumption and latency if
transmitted through the mesh (that is, messages between distant endpoints) and then use the mesh
for short-distance transmissions. This would also make cores far from the center of the chip benefit
greatly, making them catch up with center cores, boosting performance even further.

For exploiting photonics efficiently, cores far from the center of the chip should make more use
of the photonic ring (e.g., only the cores in the opposite corners are 6-hops away from each other,
and messages between them should go through the photonic ring). This way, the effective network
latency differences between cores will shrink, reducing the overhead of synchronization operations
on the execution time and considerably boosting performance.

To leverage this, we have developed a heuristic policy called distance dependent availability
(DDA), which combines the benefits of preventing long waits for the photonic ring and favoring
its use for distant endpoint communications. We achieve this mix of goals by allowing a differ-
ent token-wait time for each particular message that is proportional to the theoretical advantages
of using the photonic ring over using the mesh. To calculate this advantage of the ring, we use the
best case theoretical latency of transmitting each message in the ring (lp) and in the mesh (lm) in
the absence of other transmissions. In our setup, lp D 2 or lp D 5 processor cycles in case of a
control (8-byte) or data (72-byte) message, respectively and, correspondingly, lm D 5=hop pro-
cessor cycles for control messages and lm D 5=hop C 8 for a data message. Every message is, at
first, considered for sending through the photonic ring. If the ring is found idle, the message is sent.

Table II. Hops and link traversals in a 4 � 4 mesh for messages to access the last-level cache that
leave the tiles.

Distance (in hops) Messages Link traversals Aggregate messages Aggregate link traversals

1 20.0% 7.5% 20.0% 7.5%
2 28.3% 21.3% 48.3% 28.8%
3 26.7% 30.0% 75.0% 58.8%
4 16.7% 25.0% 91.7% 83.8%
5 6.7% 12.5% 98.3% 96.3%
6 1.7% 3.8% 100.0% 100.0%
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Otherwise, the message waits for .lm � lp/� th cycles, where th is a configurable threshold with
values between 0 (no wait) and 1 (wait as long as there is any potential benefit in using the ring),
before sending the message through the mesh. Small values of th avoid serialization of messages,
while large values increase ring utilization. In any case, messages involving distant endpoints wait
longer, hence acquiring the token and using the photonic ring more often. In the evaluation section,
we consider several values for th to explore possible trade-offs.

In order to account for the different sizes of the messages and exploit the potential benefits,
we give differentiated treatment to them in the photonic ring in two additional heuristic policies
explained in the succeeding text that add message size to the variables considered for photonic
ring management.

Control DDA (CDDA) consists of using DDA for control messages and AVAIL for data messages.
This policy tries to obtain an average low message latency by transmitting many short messages,
while keeping a high utilization of the ring by sending data messages when it is otherwise idle.

Multi-threshold DDA (MTDDA) uses DDA for both control and data messages, but different
thresholds are used for each message type. A longer threshold is used for control messages to prior-
itize their transmission in the ring. In this case, we give more importance to the ring utilization than
in CDDA, because data messages are now more likely to be transmitted.

3.3.1. Dynamic Thresholds. The burst nature of traffic can make dynamic thresholds desirable
to avoid unnecessarily long waiting times. Under low traffic loads, a high threshold increases
the ring utilization without incurring severe message serialization. If the traffic load goes up, the
threshold can go down to reduce the token waiting times and still keep a high utilization of the
photonic ring.

We have explored several dynamic threshold designs, also differentiating by message size, but
only marginal improvements were observed in our experiments. Traffic patterns change at a very
fine granularity, so the adaptive thresholds provided only small benefits in terms of execution time
or energy consumption when compared to the simpler policies proposed so far in this paper. We
consider that these results are not significant enough to be included in the evaluation section of
this paper. Nevertheless, more elaborated dynamic-threshold mechanisms capable of capturing the
behavior of the network would be more interesting, especially if they could predict future traffic
trends and adapt in advance.

3.4. Photonic-electronic interface

An adequate interface between the photonic and electronic sub-networks is required to apply our
policies. This interface adds little complexity over the one used in previous works (e.g., Firefly [12]).

In each tile of the CMP, one pre-photonic buffer interfaces each traffic source (e.g., L1 or L2
caches) with its associated external port to the electrical mesh router. Upon injection, those network
messages that are candidate for photonic transmission (e.g., control messages in SIZE) are first
stored in the corresponding pre-photonic buffer to wait for the photonic ring. These messages are
eventually sent either through the photonic ring or transferred to the corresponding external input
port to the router for electrical transmission.

At any given moment, only one of the pre-photonic buffers of the node can be active, meaning
that the message at its head is the one being considered for photonic transmission. As long as any
pre-photonic buffer is active, the token acquisition photodetector of the tile remains on (it is off
otherwise). As soon as the token is acquired, the active message is transmitted through the photonic
ring, and then the token is re-injected.

In addition, when a message enters a pre-photonic buffer, a countdown timer associated to the
entry storing the message is set to the appropriate waiting time (depending on the policy). If the
timer reaches zero, photonic transmission is ruled out, and the message enters the electrical router’s
external input port. Notice that these timers are not needed by SIZE.

To ensure photonic transmission fairness between the tile’s traffic sources, when the active mes-
sage is photonically transmitted or when its associated counter reaches zero, a round-robin algorithm
activates the next pre-photonic buffer containing messages, if any.
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4. EVALUATION

In this section, we discuss the performance of the management policies proposed for photonic-
electronic hybrid networks. We have performed two sets of experiments to analyze the policies of
Section 3. First, we test the policies using detailed full-system simulation on a photonic ring based
on FlexiShare [7] that could be implemented in the near future. Then, we test the policies on larger
networks based on Corona [6] and Firefly [12] by means of synthetic traffic-based simulations. See
Section 2.3 for a brief description of these networks. Table III shows the adapted NoCs used for our
tests and our estimated target date of availability for these networks. The last column of the table
shows the electronic resources (links) that must be added with respect to the original proposal to
create the full mesh assumed by our policies. Also, by testing the policies in NoC of several sizes,
we show their general applicability to exploit hybrid networks.

4.1. Evaluation methodology for 16-endpoint NoCs

We scale down FlexiShare to just one waveguide, resulting in an affordable design suitable for near
future commercial CMPs that requires just around 2000 microring resonators. Figure 2 shows our
base hybrid photonic-electrical NoC in a 4 � 4 CMP. We consider a realistic five ring-cycle full-ring
traversal time at 10 GHz for light pulses (i.e., two processor cycles at 4 GHz). All of the data wave-
lengths of the ring can be simultaneously used by one emitter to communicate with one receiver, and
we limit the number of concurrent transmissions in the ring to just one. In all, this FlexiShare-like
configuration requires 65 wavelengths for its operation. During destination selection, four wave-
lengths identify the receiver, and one wavelength indicates the size of the message to transmit (1 bit
is enough to encode the size, because only two sizes exist corresponding to control and data mes-
sages). Sixty-four wavelengths are used for data transmission. One extra wavelength is needed to
circulate the single-bit token in which the arbitration mechanism is based.

As for flow control, although the receivers have enough buffering resources to accommodate
the traffic in the common case, buffer overflow may appear occasionally. In that case, a NACK
signal is sent by the receiver through the data wavelength in the complementary ring portion to the
transmission (hence, closing the circle without disturbing any other photonic transmission), and it
is read by the transmitter that backs down, releases the token (if it had not been released yet), and
repeats the same transmission procedure again after some time. This flow control mechanism is
rarely needed and has little impact in the overall performance. More complex mechanisms can be
used, but their evaluation is out of the scope of this paper.

This flexible MWMR configuration allows for higher utilization of resources and faster single
transmissions than MWSR and SWMR rings, especially under unbalanced traffic, as shown in [7] for
the SPLASH-2 benchmarks. We have observed that the same holds true for the PARSEC benchmark

Table III. Features of adapted case study network-on-chips in which the policies are applied.

System characteristics Electronic features

Solution Technology Year Cores Concentration Nlinks Nextra
links

FlexiShare 35 nm 2014 16 1 0 24
Corona 16 nm 2018 256 4 0 112
Firefly 16 nm 2018 256 4 80 32

Optical datapath features

Solution Nendp Nwaveg Nmicror: res: Access scheme Phit size

FlexiShare 16 1 2 K MWMR 64
Corona 64 256 1024 K MWSR 256
Firefly 64 256 128 K SWMR 256

MWMR, multiple writer multiple reader; MWSR, multiple writer single reader; SWMR, single
writer multiple reader.
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suite. Even so, the MWMR ring is unable to carry all traffic in a 16-core CMP by itself, and we have
measured that the execution time for the PARSEC benchmarks is on average 2.2 times larger when
using it than when using the electrical mesh. Thus, ideally, our policies should use such photonic
ring selectively as a sort of accelerator for the mesh in this scenario.

4.1.1. Simulated CMP and benchmarks used. The GEM5 simulator [25] was used to perform these
tests. The common characteristics of the 16-core simulated CMP can be found in Table IV. The
L2 cache uses a Non-Uniform Cache Architecture (NUCA) design and a directory-based MOESI
protocol enforces coherence between the private L1 caches. We have assumed a high-performance
4 � 4 electrical mesh running at 4 GHz, consisting on bi-directional 1-cycle latency 128-wire links
and four-stage pipelined routers. We consider an optimized router architecture in which the desti-
nation router requires just 1 cycle to deliver the message to the appropriate output buffer, instead of
4 cycles. Under these assumptions, a message transmission between two adjacent routers requires
just 6 cycles for the first flit to go from the initial buffer in the mesh to the final buffer (one 1-cycle
link traversal, one 4-cycle router traversal, and a 1-cycle router traversal), and between the most dis-
tant routers, it requires 31 cycles (six 1-cycle link traversals, six 4-cycle router traversals, and one
1-cycle router traversal).

On its part, transmitting on the 10 GHz MWMR photonic ring when it is idle requires to acquire
the free token (up to five ring cycles), activate the destination’s receivers (three ring cycles) and
then reach the destination with the first photonic pulse (up to five ring cycles). In the case of control
messages, this is enough to transmit the 8-byte message. In the case of data messages, a second
photonic pulse carries the 8-byte requested word (the first pulse contains an 8-byte header). The rest
of the data block is transmitted in consecutive photonic pulses.

Table IV. Simulated machine.

Processors 16 alpha cores @ 4 GHz, 2-ways, in-order

L1 Cache Split I&D. Size: 16 KB, 4-ways, 64 bytes/block
Access latency: 1 cycle
MOESI coherence protocol (directory cache in L2 cache)

L2 Cache Size: 1 MB per bank. 16 MB total (NUCA)
8-ways, 64 bytes/block
Access latency: 15 cycles

RAM 4 GB DDR2 DRAM
16 3D-stacked memory controllers

Interconnection - electronic 4 GHz, 2D mesh: 4�4
16-byte links.
Latency: 1 processor-cycle/link
4-processor-cycle pipelined routers
Flit size: 16 bytes
Control/data packet size: 8/72 bytes (1/5 flits)
Dynamic energy (1-hop switch+link): 282 pJ/flit = 17.625 pJ/bit
Static power (switch+link): 52.7 mW

Interconnection - photonic 10 GHz MWMR Photonic Ring. 3D-stacked
65 wavelengths
Latency: two processor-cycle round-trip time
Two processor-cycle minimum transmission time on idle
(no token wait, closest node)
Six processor-cycle maximum transmission time on idle
(round-trip time token wait, furthest node)
Flit size: 8 bytes.
Control/data packet size: 8/72 bytes (1/9 flits)
Dynamic energy: 0.41 pJ/bit
Static power (laser+microrings): 318 mW
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In the most favorable case (no wait for the token and a transmission to the closest node), an
idle photonic ring provides a two-processor-cycle transmission latency (rounded up) for control
messages or for the requested word of data messages. In the most unfavorable case (round-trip time
wait for the token and transmission to the farthest node), this latency increases to six processor-
cycles. In comparison, the idle 4 � 4 electrical mesh requires up to 31 processor cycles between
the most distant destinations. Time and power parameters of the electronic NoC are derived from
Orion 2.0 [26] using a 32-nm silicon process. We consider state-of-the-art optical devices [27] and
their behavior in our reference architecture. In particular, the table highlights the dynamic and static
components of the network elements (switches and links) used to calculate the electronic base-
line network consumption. For the optical network, the dynamic component is mainly determined
by modulators and photodetectors while the static quote comprises microring thermal tuning and
on-chip dissipated laser power, in turn dictated by worst path insertion loss, laser efficiency, and
photodetector sensitivity [28].

We have used the PARSEC benchmark suite with the medium-sized working sets to perform this
study. We evaluate all the policies described in Section 3 with several configurations each when
appropriate. Table V shows the policies evaluated with the specific parameters used.

4.2. Evaluation methodology for 64-endpoint NoCs

We also evaluated our policies on larger NoCs. For this, Corona [6] and Firefly [12] were chosen
as good examples of future NoCs for 256 cores (four cores per endpoint). The NoC parameters
were set to match those of the original papers unless stated otherwise. Table VI describes the five
synthetic traffic patterns used in the tests, which are inspired by [29]. Of these, uniform traffic is the
most similar to the one observed in real applications on a NUCA cache.

Table V. Evaluated policies.

Configuration Messages on photonic ring Messages on mesh

Mesh None All

SIZE control messages (8 bytes) data messages (72 bytes)

AVAIL-2 token acquired within 2 cycles other messages (2-cycle delay)

AVAIL-6 token acquired within 6 cycles other messages (6-cycle delay)

AVAIL-10 token acquired within 10 cycles other messages (10-cycle delay)

DDA-25 token acquired within .lm � lp/ � 0:25 cycles other messages (.lm � lp/ � 0:25 delay)

DDA-50 token acquired within .lm � lp/ � 0:50 cycles other messages (.lm � lp/ � 0:50 delay)

DDA-75 token acquired within .lm � lp/ � 0:75 cycles other messages (.lm � lp/ � 0:75 delay)

CDDA-25
control if token acquired within other messages
.lm � lp/ � 0:25 cycles (.lm � lp/ � 0:25-cycle delay for control,
data if token acquired within 2 cycles 2-cycle delay for data)

CDDA-50
control if token acquired within other messages
.lm � lp/ � 0:50 cycles (.lm � lp/ � 0:50-cycle delay for control,
data if token acquired within 2 cycles 2-cycle delay for data)

CDDA-75
control if token acquired within other messages
.lm � lp/ � 0:75 cycles (.lm � lp/ � 0:75-cycle delay for control,
data if token acquired within 2 cycles 2-cycle delay for data)

MTDDA-60-40
control if token acquired within other messages
.lm � lp/ � 0:60 cycles, data if token acquired (.lm � lp/ � 0:60-cycle delay for control,
within .lm � lp/ � 0:40 cycles .lm � lp/ � 0:40-cycle delay for data)

MTDDA-75-25
control if token acquired within other messages
.lm � lp/ � 0:75 cycles, data if token acquired (.lm � lp/ � 0:75-cycle delay for control,
within .lm � lp/ � 0:25 cycles .lm � lp/ � 0:25-cycle delay for data)

lm, idle mesh latency; lp , idle photonic ring latency.
All latencies in processor cycles at 4 GHz.
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Table VI. Synthetic traffic patterns.

Traffic name Details

Uniform Uniform random traffic
Transpose .i; j /) .j; i/
Bitcomp dest id = bit-wise-not(src id)
Neighbor Randomly send to one of the source’s neighbors
Tornado .i; j /) ..i C bX=2c � 1/ mod X; .j C bY=2c � 1/ mod Y /

Figure 3. Execution time. Normalized to electronic mesh.

The cumulative injection rates for the four concentrated processors, in packets per cycle, are used
as the load metric. Short (64-bit) and long (576-bit) packets were injected randomly. Four-cycle
routers were used in the mesh.

We do not include the results for FlexiShare in this evaluation for a number of reasons. First, the
conclusions regarding Flexishare and the policies are similar to those of the 16-endpoint scenario,
not unveiling any new significant information. FlexiShare shows better performance compared to
Corona and Firefly for the same amount of photonic resources, which is explained by the supe-
rior flexibility of the MWMR arbitration, but such comparison of photonic network layouts is out
of the scope of this paper. Also, FlexiShare was originally proposed with layouts from eight to
32 endpoints [7], and the particular 64 endpoint configuration employed by us may not be nec-
essarily comparable to Corona and Firefly in terms of power. Finally, we are working on novel
policies to additionally take into account the existence of multiple MWMR channels to carry out
communication more efficiently than with FlexiShare’s random selection policy.

4.3. Results for 16-endpoint hybrid NoC

Figure 3 shows, for each policy, the execution time and the relative standard deviation of the net-
work latency suffered by the cores. Figure 4 shows the average latencies for message transmissions
in the electrical mesh, in the photonic ring, and overall. Although the frequencies of these networks
are different (4 GHz for the electrical and 10 GHz for the photonic), all the data are plotted at 4 GHz.
We also show the theoretical latency gain for the messages that are finally sent through the pho-
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Figure 4. Network latency. Normalized to electronic mesh.

Figure 5. Network energy consumption (normalized to electronic mesh) and photonic ring usage.

tonic network. Figure 5 shows the energy consumption of the electrical mesh and the photonic ring,
along with the photonic network usage and the fraction of messages sent through it. A higher per-
centage of messages does not imply a higher utilization of the ring, because two different message
sizes exist.
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In general, all of the photonic management policies improve performance compared to the
baseline electrical mesh. Also, the trends shown by each policy remain stable across all benchmarks.

The SIZE policy reduces execution time by 27% with respect to the baseline mesh thanks to
a reduction in the latency of control messages. The latency gets reduced by 40% on average. In
general, the wait time for acquiring the ring is low (1.2 cycles) thanks to the small size of the
messages transmitted, avoiding serialization. However, the ring is underutilized because many times
there are no control messages to transmit. Nevertheless, a 17% reduction of the energy consumption
of the network is achieved with respect to the base architecture.

The execution time of AVAIL, which only sends messages when the token can be acquired before
a number of cycles pass, is noticeably higher than SIZE’s, as AVAIL-2 reduces execution time by
just 21% compared to the baseline. The latency reduction is also lower. The reason is the larger
average size of messages transmitted through the ring (control and data in AVAIL, only control in
SIZE) that causes fewer messages to be accelerated compared to SIZE (each data message sent
prevents sending up to nine control messages). As the number of wait cycles increases—AVAIL-6
and AVAIL-10—the average network latency increases too, resulting in average reductions of just
20% and 11% in time over the baseline. However, the sending of data increases the usage of the ring
(48% in AVAIL-2), increasing the energy reduction (28% in AVAIL-2). In addition, increasing the
wait cycles also increases the usage of the ring (65% and 69% for AVAIL-6 and AVAIL-10), which
results in a noticeable reduction of the energy consumption of the network (36% for both). We can
say that AVAIL prioritizes energy reduction over execution time when compared to SIZE. Also, the
wait threshold provides a way to tune between lower execution time and lower energy consumption.

Distance-based policies make more efficient use of photonics and improve the performance
results of SIZE and AVAIL. DDA-25 reduces execution time by 33%. As the policy threshold goes
up, the execution time average benefit is reduced to 30% (DDA-50) and 27% (DDA-75) over the
baseline. This performance drop is caused by the increase in the average wait times to transmit when
using higher thresholds. DDA provides 37%, 31%, and 24% lower network latencies on average for
25%, 50%, and 75% thresholds, respectively, because the photonic ring is preferentially used to send
long-distance messages, while the electrical mesh is now mainly used for short-distance messages.
DDA achieves the highest reductions in energy because its photonic ring usage is the highest, and
the ring is used for messages between distant endpoints, reducing the need for retransmissions in
the mesh. Similarly to AVAIL, DDA’s thresholds are useful to trade-off between speed and energy
consumption.

CDDA, which uses DDA for control messages and AVAIL for data messages, provides the highest
reduction in execution time. CDDA-25 reduces execution time by 33%, and this value increases to
36% for CDDA-50 and CDDA-75. In CDDA, the distance-dependent thresholds keep high the mesh
latency avoided by the ring, although lower than in DDA because now most control messages use
the photonic ring, including messages between close endpoints. The latency reduction is the highest
of any policy thanks to the higher number of messages accelerated. The energy consumption of
CDDA is higher than DDA (reductions of 35%, 36% and 36%) due to the lower usage of the ring
(53%, 54%, and 55%).

Finally, MTDDA, which uses different thresholds for control and data messages, performs close
to CDDA in execution speed and network latency, with 33% and 35% lower execution times than the
baseline for MTDDA-60-40 and MTDDA-75-25, respectively. These policies allow some wait for
data messages, based on distance, in order to achieve a balance between execution time speedup and
photonic ring utilization. By using different thresholds for control and data, we can still prioritize
the sending of short messages in order to reduce execution time while retaining the ability to achieve
a high utilization of the photonic ring with data messages. This results in a good trade-off between
DDA and CDDA. We believe that MTDDA is the most versatile policy, providing good results in
both execution time (almost matching CDDA) and energy consumption (close to DDA).

As mentioned in Section 3.3, cores in the center of the chip suffer less latency when accessing
the LLC. Figure 6 shows the overall absolute latency suffered by each core for the electrical mesh
and for MTDDA-75-25 in each benchmark. The pattern observed in the mesh matches closely a
theoretical analysis that assumes a completely uniform communication pattern. Figure 6 also gives
a clear view of how those cores that suffer longer latencies in the mesh are the most benefited by
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Figure 6. Total network latency suffered by each core in the critical path of L1 cache misses. Results for
electrical mesh and MTDDA-75-25 for selected PARSEC benchmarks and average of all benchmarks. The

data are normalized to the core with the highest network latency in the mesh.

Figure 7. Load latency for uniform (a), neighbor (b), transpose (c), and bitcomp traffic (d). For a 256-bit
photonic datapath.

MTDDA-75-25 (corners and borders of the chip). The threads running on these cores obtain a higher
speed up, and their performance can now match that of the threads running in the central cores.
Figure 3 also shows that our policies reduce the standard deviation of the network latency suffered
by cores. This reduction is especially noticeable for DDA and MTDDA where it reaches 60%. This
means that a much more homogeneous network latency is perceived by all cores, which has the
important benefit of reducing the wait times for thread synchronization. This provides a noticeable
portion of the acceleration of applications seen in Figure 3 by reducing wait times between threads.
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4.4. Results for 64-endpoint hybrid NoCs

For these large networks, we have chosen to show only the results of the MTDDA-75-25 policy
managing Firefly and Corona. We use the names Firefly* and Corona* to refer to the hybrid net-
works managed by MTDDA-75-25, in contrast to Corona and Firefly, which we use to refer to the
original NoCs. We also simulated one of the simpler policies, AVAIL-6, as a baseline to compare
against MTDDA-75-25 and determine which benefits come from the extra network resources and
which from a smarter policy. We do not show AVAIL-6 in the graphs for clarity, but we refer to the
hybrid networks managed by AVAIL-6 by the names CoronaAV and FireflyAV in our analysis.

Figure 7 shows the results for four synthetic traffic patterns. Under uniform traffic, Corona*
throughput (0.80 msgs/cycle) is 18% larger than the sum of Corona (0.46 msgs/cycle) and the mesh
(0.22 msgs/cycle) separately. MTDDA-75-25 exploits the best features of the mesh for short distance
transmission, using it for close destinations (fast transmission and high throughput) and avoiding
distant ones (slow transmission and low throughput), for which MTDDA-75-25 uses photonics (fast
and same throughput regardless of distance). This increases the overall throughput of the hybrid
network, and at the same time keeps a very low latency for Corona*. CoronaAV is not so efficient
because it does not take distance into account, resulting in a throughput (0.58 msgs/cycle) higher
than Corona but lower than the sum of Corona and the additional electronic resources, and higher
latency generally close to the mesh.

Neighbor traffic benefits from the lowest latency and highest throughput possible in a mesh
(>1.00 msgs/cycle). Corona (0.42 msgs/cycle) and Firefly (0.60 msgs/cycle) yield poor throughputs
(Firefly has an advantage against Corona because of the intra-cluster links) compared to Corona*
and Firefly* (>1.00 msgs/cycle), which benefit from the electronic links to neighbours. The 32
extra links of Firefly* make a big difference over Firefly. CoronaAV and FireflyAV also have high
throughput, but their latency is 50–60% higher than Corona* and Firefly* due to the photonic
waiting times introduced by AVAIL-6.

In transpose and bitcomp traffics, Corona* (0.54, 0.60 msgs/cycle) does not achieve great
improvements because each origin has a fixed destination, giving less flexibility for MTDDA-75-
25 to arbitrate. Yet Corona* provides some advantage over CoronaAV (0.50, 0.51 msgs/cycle) and
Corona (0.48, 0.48 msgs/cycle), because MTDDA-75-25 uses the mesh efficiently for those origin-
destination pairs with shorter distances and, in any case, because it takes into account the dynamic
photonic-link occupation status to decide the most-effective route for each message.

Firefly* and FireflyAV do not benefit from the extra 32 links over Firefly in uniform, trans-
pose, bitcomp nor tornado traffics, confirming the observations by Firefly’s authors. The Firefly
design forces electronic intra-cluster transmission for every message (except when a direct photonic
path exists, which happen only in seven of 63 cases), flooding the intra-cluster electronic links.
This happens also to Firefly* and FireflyAV. In fact, this intra-cluster bottleneck limits the achiev-
able degree of utilization of the inter-cluster photonic resources, which never rises over 37% in
transpose traffic.

For completeness in our analysis, we have also simulated versions of the Corona and Firefly net-
works with a photonic datapath width reduced from 256 bits to 64 and 32 bits. These configurations
are intended to fill the gap in our analysis between the short-term ring evaluated in Section 4.1 and
the long term proposals of Firefly and Corona just evaluated. Figure 8 shows the results for uni-
form and tornado traffic for 32-bit and 64-bit datapaths. The electric mesh shows superior or similar
throughput to Corona and Firefly for these photonic datapath sizes.

In uniform and tornado traffics with a 32-bit datapath, Corona* (0.39, 0.28 msgs/cycle) has
30% and 33% higher throughput than the sum of Corona (0.08, 0.07 msgs/cycle) and the mesh
(0.22, 0.14 msgs/cycle). More importantly, MTDDA-75-25 uses photonics smartly (for long dis-
tances) managing to keep the latency of the hybrid network much lower than that of the mesh,
which is providing most of the throughput (for short distances, with low latency). CoronaAV (with
AVAIL-6) does not do this, resulting in average latencies higher than the mesh and lower through-
puts (0.25, 0.17 msgs/cycle) than Corona*. We can conclude that MTDDA-75-25 increases the
throughput of the hybrid network noticeably, over the sum of the parts, and achieves efficient
latencies with any combination of photonic and electronic resources, while less elaborated policies
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Figure 8. Load latency for uniform and tornado traffic, using 32-bit (top) and 64-bit (bottom) photonic
datapath.

Table VII. Percentage of packets optically transmitted for each distance (network hops). Uniform
traffic, 0.15 msgs/cycle injection rate.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Firefly 29 59 81 94 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Firefly* 0 13 28 49 64 70 75 79 82 84 85 85 86 88

cannot do any of this. Another representative result is that under uniform traffic, Corona* with
a 64-bit datapath (0.49 msgs/cycle) has slightly higher throughput than Corona with a 256-bit
datapath (0.48 msgs/cycle), while CoronaAV with the same 64-bit datapath performs far worse
(0.35 msgs/cycle).

Note that Firefly contains most of the mesh, but its throughput with a 32-bit photonic datap-
ath is noticeably worse than the mesh. The design of Firefly forces the use of photonics for most
messages, even between neighbours, making photonics the limiting factor, and misusing the intra-
cluster electronic links. This is the opposite case to the one noted with a larger 256-bit photonic
datapath, in which the intra-cluster links were the bottleneck limiting the efficient use of photonics.
Table VII shows the percentage of messages that used photonics in uniform traffic at an injection rate
of 0.15 msgs/cycle. The absence of inter-cluster links makes Firefly use photonics for already 29%
of one-hop transmissions and for most two-hop transmissions, creating the bottleneck. In contrast,
Firefly* does not need photonics for one-hop transmissions, using the inter-cluster links instead, and
the usage of photonics grows gracefully with the distance. With uniform traffic and a 32-bit datap-
ath, Firefly*’s (0.33 msgs/cycle) throughput is four times larger than Firefly (0.08 msgs/cycle) , by
just adding the 32 extra inter-cluster links.

5. RELATED WORK

Since silicon-photonic integration became a feasible solution for CMP interconnects, a myriad of
photonic networks have been proposed as a solution to the lack of scalability of electrical NoCs.
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Many nanophotonic-based network topologies have been studied, from simple photonic rings [6–8]
that operate like a crossbar to complex articulated topologies [9, 10] that require or combine different
transmission technologies, and to logical all-to-all interconnect designs [11]. Instead of proposing
new topologies, our work is the first to provide fine-grain policies to exploit the best features of
nanophotonics and electronics working together.

Some complex photonic interconnects use supporting circuit-establishing electrical networks
[9, 10]. This limits severely the latency and energy advantages of nanophotonics in scenarios like
hardware-cache-coherent CMPs with memory-block-grain network communication. We focus on a
simple photonic structure (ring) instead and show that, if properly managed, it can potentially deliver
large latency and energy improvements without needing big investments in complex topologies
and/or organization.

Some sort of hybrid NoC design is often assumed. Concentration is present in many works
[6–8, 30]. That means that some processing elements share each photonic endpoint, using electronic
communication between them. These interconnects use both electric and photonic technologies,
whose interaction is decided at design time. Like them, we focus on realistic traffic-constricted
photonic baselines, but unlike them, we focus on a more efficient dynamic management of the
electric/photonic NoC resources at a message granularity.

Also, different arbitration and QoS policies [31, 32] have been proposed, as well as static traffic
selection policies [33], to make the most of the limited resources of the shared photonic medium. On
our part, we have shown how dynamic management policies based on distance between endpoints
enable more fairness in the chip by reducing the network latency differences suffered by tiles in
different positions of the chip.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown the importance of using adequate management policies to enable
efficient use of any amount of photonic resources in an hybrid photonic-electronic network.
We have proposed the first dynamic fine-grain policies to enable such management. We have
tested these policies both on a near-future affordable photonic ring and on far larger ring-based
photonic networks, obtaining significant performance improvements and energy consumption
reductions.

The proposed message-granularity policies are based on distance between endpoints, ring
availability and message size. By using photonics for the messages most likely to benefit from it
(distant, short, and keeping low waiting times), we reduce the number of electric mesh retrans-
missions (that cause large energy consumption and latency). At the same time, we prevent severe
message serialization on the photonic ring by resorting to the mesh when necessary, and preferably
for short-distance messages. In addition, these policies level out the network latency suffered by all
cores in the chip compared to an electrical mesh, resulting in an additional performance boost thanks
to quicker synchronization and lower processor idle time. A proposed performance-oriented pol-
icy (CDDA-75) reduces execution time by 36%, and a proposed energy oriented policy (DDA-75)
reduces network energy consumption by 52% for the PARSEC benchmark suite in a 16-core CMP.
In addition, we propose a balanced policy (MTDDA-75-25), which reduces execution time by 35%
and reduces network energy consumption by 48%. Larger NoCs also show far superior throughput
and lower latency if managed by an appropriate policy.
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